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We analysis and discuss an influence of 3D waveguide's scattering on some characteristics of the
integrated optical devices: attenuation in optical waveguides, threshold-pumping power for thin-film
dye lasers, and dynamic range of integrated optical spectrum analyzer.
1. Introduction
The integrated optical waveguide [1-21] is a basis for formation of various integrated optical
circuits e.g.: RF-spectrum analyzer, interferometer, multiplexer/demultiplexer, focusing, dispersive
and filtering components, and other integrated optical elements performing correlation and another
optical signal processing operations. The major factor limiting critical power characteristics of
optical integrated circuits are losses and, in particular, the power losses of an optical signal due to
scattering on the structure’s irregularities of waveguide's part [1-4] of optical integrated circuits.
Influence of waveguide optical 3D-scattering on the threshold-pumping power for thin-film
dye laser and on the integrated optical RF-spectrum analyzer dynamic range [16] are also the most
known effects limiting the characteristics of optical integrated circuits. We use in this work an
analysis of electrodynamics’ scattering problem of the directed TE0-mode in an integrated-optical
waveguide containing statistic irregularities in the presence of noise which is presented in our papers
[12-15].
In OIC with a high degree of integration, undoubtedly, it is most promising to use the laser
made on the same uniform substrate of a waveguide [3]. We shall estimate influence of the power
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losses due to 3D-scattering on limiting threshold pumping power in the optical integrated circuits of
two types: the ring thin-film waveguide's laser and the thin-film waveguide's laser with active
substance from the dye POPOP.

2. Estimation of limiting threshold-pumping power for thin-film waveguide lasers with
regard to three-dimensional scattering and bulk losses
A full analysis of electrodynamics’ problem of scattering of the directed waveguide mode in an
integrated optical waveguide containing arbitrary irregularities in presence of noise is presented in
our papers [12-15]. This will make it possible to study the scattering of electromagnetic waves in
irregular waveguides and applied these results to 3D integrated OIC.
To analyze the laser generation and scattering in the thin-film dye laser with the distributed
feedback the known Bragg formula is used [3, 20]:

2Λ sin ϕ = m λ γ , m = 1,2,3,...
where Λ is the period of the lattice made on a substrate of a waveguide, γ is the effective refraction
parameter of a waveguide for a considered mode, m is the order of diffraction, ϕ is the angle of
incidence on waveguide grating. Because of difficulties of manufacturing of a diffractive lattice of
the first order (m = 1) the lattice of the third order is usually used.
On the Fig. 1 the vectors of diffracted (amplifying) and scattered waves for the case l = 1 or 3
and l = 2 are presented accordingly (l is the order of Bragg diffraction). This figure illustrate clearly
the phenomenon of scattering of an amplifying mode with l = 3 in the plane of waveguide (in-planescattering) over the angle φ (amplifying and scattered beams with l = 1 and 2) and scattering over the
angle θ (scattering in the incident plane). These two types of scattering are in total the 3D-scattering
of an amplifying laser mode.
Fig. 1 illustrates the phenomenon of scattering of an amplifying mode with l = 3 in the plane of
waveguide (in-plane-scattering) over the angle φ (amplifying and scattered beams with l = 1 and 2)
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and scattering over the angle θ (scattering in the incident plane). These two types of scattering are in
total the 3D scattering of an amplifying laser mode.
The thin-film waveguide's laser (Fig. 2) with the distributed feedback is made, for example, by
dissolution of the dye POPOP in a polystyrene film. In this case the maximum of a luminescence of
this dye is about on the wavelength λ = 0.43 microns (violet part of the visible spectrum of radiation),
and the width of the luminescence spectrum is approximately 650 Å. The ultra-violet nitric laser (λ =
0.34 microns) is used for the pumping.
As is known, the dye’s lasers are very perspective for application in lines of optical
communication, in metrology, and also for application in biomedical and ecological researches with
the purpose of the spectral analysis of substances, for example, in integrated-optical sensors of gases
and liquids concentration [17-19].
It is connected first with an opportunity of frequency variation of coherent radiation of thinfilm dye lasers. Generally, the interval of frequency changing of the generation line of the concrete
dye laser is determined by the time dependence of a pumping source. This interval can be increased,
if instead the pumping with continuous excitation one uses the pumping with the short impulse
excitation.
We estimate limiting threshold pumping power Pthresh for the ring thin-film laser on dye
POPOP under the known formula [20, 21]. In result it is received an estimated value for limiting
threshold pumping power Pthresh ≈ 18 W. The power at which generation of the thin-film dye laser
exp
began in experiments is approximately Pthresh
≈ 40 W that is in 2.2 times grater than Pthresh [20].

In our opinion such divergence of the data results from the three-dimensional character of
waveguide's scattering [1-15], and is caused also by the losses of waveguide mode power due to
scattering on waveguide bulk inhomogeneities. One should take into account both of these factors
when trying to find correct estimate for limiting threshold-pumping power Pthresh .
Taking into account 3D scattering (see in detail in our articles [12-15]), we receive the
following correct estimation for full three-dimensional coefficient of attenuation α Σ3 D ≈ 1.25-1.67
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cm-1 at a variation of radius of correlation in an interval ≈ 0.5-2 microns. Based on bulk losses ( α bulk
≈ 0.15 cm-1) and three-dimensional character of scattering the estimation for threshold pumping
power is Pthresh ≈ 30-36 W. Apparently this estimation differs from experimentally measured value
approximately on 10-25%. Thus, the account of three-dimensional character of waveguide's
scattering of laser radiation and bulk losses on the average has allowed lowering an error of a
theoretical estimation of limiting threshold-pumping power from 55% up to ≈ 18%.
The estimation of limiting threshold-pumping power for the thin-film dye laser with the
distributed feedback may be made under the similar formula [20, 21]. Note that experimental value
exp
≈ 45 W [20], i.e. it differs from our estimation approximately on 7%.
of threshold power was Pthresh

In the paper [20] it have been received an estimate Pthresh ≈ 6.4 W, which differs from the
experimental value on 86%.
Taking into account of three-dimensional character of scattering on an anisotropic lattice (∂/∂y
≈ 0, therefore up to ≈ 90-95% of the power of a radiation of waveguide's mode scattered on a lattice
scat
remains in the plane of incidence and it is possible to put: ∆P2D
≈ ∆P3Dscat ) allows us to specify

estimation for threshold-pumping power: Pthresh ≈ 44 W.
Hence, in this case the account of three-dimensional character of waveguide's scattering of
laser radiation allows also lowering an error of the theoretical estimation of limiting thresholdpumping power from 7% up to ≈ 2%.
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Fig. 1. The 3D-geometry of the waveguide scattering of a laser radiation, where: β0z is the module of the
vector β0z of the incident TE-mode; βi = kni is the propagating constant, k = 2π/λ (i = 1, 2, 3), ni is the refractive
indexes of the waveguide layers; F is the spectral density function of the waveguide irregularities in the
appropriate direction, ∆F is the noisy fluctuations of F. In the above inset the total field E and there
components of incident TE0-mode, scattering waves and a noise (E0y, Es and EW) are presented.
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Fig.2. Cross section of the thin-film dye laser with the distributed feedback and the scheme of registration of
the laser radiation scattered in an irregular integrated-optical waveguide which is formed by the media 1, 2,
and 3. On the Fig. 2: 1 is the covering medium (air); 2 is the waveguide's layer (the polystyrene film activated
by dye POPOP); 3 is the glass substrate; 4 is thin immersion layer; 5 is the quartz hemisphere; 6 is the prism;
7 is the pumping radiation; L is the length of irregular area containing the lattice; h is the waveguide thickness;
P is the polarizer; PD is the photodetector.

3. Conclusion
Our estimation of limiting threshold pumping power Pthr for a ring thin-film laser on dye
POPOP with given parameters differs from the experimentally measured value approximately on 10–
25%. It is allowed lowering an average error of a theoretical estimation of the limiting thresholdpumping power from 55% (for 2D-scattering theory) up to 18% (for 3D-scattering theory). The same
estimation of limiting threshold-pumping power is performed for the thin-film dye laser with the
distributed feedback. Experimental value of the threshold power differs from our estimation
approximately on 7%.
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The necessity of accurate estimations of losses in the various optical integrated circuits (optical
processors etc.) are stipulated in particular by fast progress in telecommunication technologies,
where the low losses of processing and signaling on large distances are required.
On the other hand, active development of nanotechnologies, doubtlessly, will increase requests
to limiting performances of such devices as waveguides, filters, deflectors, lasers, photo detectors
and other devices, integrated on a uniform substrate of the optical processor.
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